Going back to collections: a study case of the Florentino Ameghino collection housed in the Museo de La Plata (Argentina)
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Abstract
The historical Florentino Ameghino collection housed in the Museo de La Plata (Argentina) joined the 19th century international discussion about human antiquity. The collection comprises bones with evidences of anthropic modification from alleged Tertiary beds associated with extinct animals. According to the Argentinean naturalist Florentino Ameghino, these evidences proved the early presence of humans in the South America’s Southern cone. This analysis rules out the proposed intentionality behind the anthropic traces. Instead, most of the materials were remains of broken bones for marrow extraction. The revision of these historical collections is therefore crucial for obtaining up-to-date information to advance in current researches as methodologies to study them had highly developed in the last century. In this sense, museum collections become an alternative and powerful firsthand tool that preserves our non-renewable record of the past.
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Resumo
A colecção histórica Florentino Ameghino, alojada no Museo de La Plata (Argentina), fez parte da discussão internacional do século XIX sobre a antiguidade humana. A colecção compreende ossos, de alegados estratos do período Terciário associados a animais extintos, com marcas de modificação antrópica. Segundo o naturalista argentino Florentino Ameghino, essas evidências comprovavam a presença precoce de seres humanos no cone sul da América do Sul. Esta análise descarta a intencionalidade dos traços antrópicos. Em vez disso, considera que a maioria dos materiais eram restos de ossos quebrados para extracção de medula óssea. A revisão dessas colecções históricas é, portanto, crucial para obter informações actualizadas que permitam avançar as pesquisas atuais, pois as metodologias para estudá-las foram significativamente desenvolvidas no último século. Nesse sentido, as colecções de museus tornam-se uma alternativa e uma poderosa ferramenta de primeira mão que preserva o nosso registo não renovável do passado.
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Introduction

The issue of human antiquity has been developing in Europe since at least the 17th century, but only in the 1860s a certain consensus was reached [1-5]. Extinct mammals and archaeological remains, associated in undisturbed beds, was the main evidence for proving a deep human past [1, 5-7]. North America played an active role, mostly during the second half of the 19th century [3, 8]. Claims of early human presence in South America can be traced to the 1840s, but they had a greater importance in the last decades of the 19th and early 20th centuries [3, 7, 9]. In this continent, native human remains provided during the expansion into indigenous lands were used for questioning the antiquity of man, just as it happened in Argentina [7, 10].

Hermann Burmeister and Francisco P. Moreno were among the first scientists who dealt with this issue [3, 10]. But Florentino Ameghino combined archaeological, paleontological and geological evidences to suggest that humans were present at the South America’s cone since Tertiary times [3, 11-13]. In order to sustain his challenging idea, he presented a series of paraderos (temporary hunter-gatherer sites) he himself excavated in the 1870s. They were located in the Luján River Basin, in the surroundings of what today are the cities of Mercedes and Luján, in the Northeastern Pampean region of Argentina [3, 11-13] (Figure 1 [14]). A detailed description of associated worked bones and lithics, allegedly placed on Pliocene beds, was presented in his first works and especially explained in his masterpiece La Antigüedad del Hombre en el Plata (1880-1881). In addition, a series of anthropically modified bones plus non-modified bones belonged to megamammals species [11], confirming human coexistence with extinct fauna and therefore human antiquity [3, 12]. But his theory was rapidly dismissed, especially by the Czech anthropologist Hrdlička who showed that the material presented by Ameghino was modern [7, 15-18]. Nevertheless, Ameghino’s proposal that first human groups coexisted and exploited megamammals in the Americas proved to be true with the discovery of North American sites during the first decades of the 20th century [8, 12].

This historical context highlights the importance of the Florentino Ameghino collection in the conformation of museological collections of the 19th century. Arguments favoring or detracting its validity as evidence of early human presence in South America crosses over each element of this collection. Ameghino especially described the bones, as he needed to prove that they had been humanly transformed [11]. To do so, he classified and evaluated the different functions each fragment had. However, the current review of them has shown evidences of bone processing, especially for marrow extraction. During 1870s-1880s, bones analyses were still unusual in the archaeology of Argentina [19], even though they were becoming common in the European long-tradition of paleontological and archaeological research, and had highly advanced during the 20th century [1, 6, 13, 20-22]. Consequently, collections originated during the 19th century or before are a valuable resource to be restudied with present-day methodologies. As this material has been interpreted in a faraway historical and scientific context, they are susceptible of having new information,

Figure 1. Location of paraderos 1, 2, 4, 5 presented by Ameghino (Map based on [14]).
or previous interpretations can be reviewed under the light of new methodological approaches [6, 20, 23-28]. Therefore, with the incorporation of the taphonomical background and zooarchaeological concepts [19, 21-22, 29], the initial interpretations of these historical collections are out-of-date.

The revision of the Florentino Ameghino collection was based on this perspective and it was part of a project that involved reviewing Argentine and European historical fossil collections using novel methodologies [20]. This analysis brings back a historical collection that was a key element in the worldwide controversy of early human occupation in South America. In addition, it is one of the few still available evidences to understand prehistoric occupations in an area highly impacted by modern urbanization [12] (Figure 1). Hence, the aim of this work is to present the new analysis of the Florentino Ameghino collection, contextualized into the 19th century discussion of human antiquity. The ultimate objective is to revalorize this patrimony for current research issues through the use of next-generation methodologies and perspectives. The integration of this Cultural Heritage into new study programs is a necessary step for scientific and public requirements. Moreover, it is a way of preserving our patrimony given the fact that the record of the past is a non-renewable resource [24-25, 30].

The Florentino Ameghino collection and human antiquity

For the science developed in Europe in the 19th century, the issue of human antiquity had religious, philosophical and scientific connotations. Ensuring the non-existence of a pre-diluvial man confirmed the Bible scriptures. According to the geological studies of that period, humans arrived to a modern Earth, where a succession of catastrophes modeled the surface and extinguished megamammal communities [1-2, 4-6]. Consequently, the presence of extinct mammals and the geological position of bones and/or anthropic remains were crucial evidences for discussing the age of humans. To this, methodological and theoretical tools to analyze the variability of past material culture and faunal remains started to be developed. Observation of the stratigraphy and finding associations of materials in the same levels were especially relevant [1-2, 4-6]. Also, early post-depositional and taphonomical observations started to emerge to unravel site formation and biological agents marking bones surfaces [1, 6, 19, 21, 29]. By 1850s-1860s, several paleontological, geological and archaeological advances had taken place. Thus, the great antiquity of man and its coexistence with megamammals started to be accepted, contradicting early views on this subject [1-6].

By the second half of the 19th century, the Natural Sciences of North America also began to question the antiquity as well as the origin of Native Americans. Political and ideological issues and the existence of indigenous people influenced the acceptance of a deep-time human occupation in the Americas [3, 8]. As a result, most of the evidences pointing to humans and extinct fauna coexistence and/or human remains into antique geological beds were dismissed [3, 8, 15]. The settlement of the Americas was recent in time, in contrast to the ultimate European vision of humanity great antiquity [8, 15]. Only in 1927 megafauna-humans coexistence and an older American human presence started to be accepted with the discovery of associated bison bones and artifacts in the Folsom site (New Mexico, USA) [8].

North America and Europe were the main centers of academic discussion [1, 3, 8, 31], so South America’s southern cone’s claims of human antiquity were not considered [7]. Peter W. Lund, a Danish naturalist, broke this polarization with his pioneering work in Lagoa Santa (Brazil). His excavations in different caves of this place resulted in the first assertion of South American human-megafauna antique association. However, only in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, his thesis started to be discussed internationally [3, 9]. In Argentina in the 1870s, Burmeister and Moreno were among the first researchers to discuss an old human origin in the South American continent. Their assumptions mixed up with political interests for building a national discourse of the emerging state [3, 10, 31]. By that time, Ameghino was also aiming to prove the great antiquity of humans. But his view was more related to a general Natural Science discipline influenced by the evolutionist paradigm [31-32]. After the 1880’s, he went even further into his theories by suggesting America as the cradle of humankind (3, 16, 18, 31-32). This late postulate was aligned with the renewed questions about origins, evolution and dispersion of humans due to the discovery of different hominids skeletons in the Euro-Asiatic continent by the late 19th and early 20th centuries [2, 31-32]. For proving his novel ideas, and following European trends of new discoveries [3], Ameghino described different human remains and lithic industries. These evidences were the most debated at national as well as international levels [7, 13, 15-18, 31-32].

But for his first postulates Ameghino relied on a set of bones and lithic artifacts. He excavated this material between 1869 and 1877 in different paradero, while being a schoolteacher in Mercedes city [12]. He registered the general context (association of bones, tools and geological levels), recorded small fragments of bones and described and classified them according to the type of surface modification he observed [11, 19]. Since his goal was to prove a Pampean long-term human occupation and coexistence with extinct fauna, he linked archaeological, paleontological and geological evidences and considered taphonomical insights for understanding site formation and origin of the marks on bones surface [13, 19, 33]. This circuit of meticulous excavation by levels or layers, registering contextual information and interpretation of the material was still an unusual way of analysis in South America, as compared to the European developments mentioned above.
Regarding the description of bones, he assumed that most of the materials, especially the small fragments, had been intentionally worked for specific purposes. But despite the detailed explanation of each one, certain bones attributed to instruments were actually fragments detached from the bone processing activity. Consequently, modern perspectives must be applied to these first analysis attempts. After the initial advances of the 19th century, a whole framework for studying bone material (including conceptual, technological and experimental axis) started to develop and expand, especially after the 1970s [5, 21-22, 29]. Taphonomical reasoning began to be incorporated to differentiate the several surface modifications produced in bones after animals die [21, 34-35], for differentiating non-biological activity (e.g. post-depositional fractures, sediment, fluvial intervention, trampling, weathering, roots, manganese spots) from biological intervention (carnivores and humans) [21-22, 34-35]. As a result, the corpus of procedures that archaeology has developed throughout these decades has been useful for going back to these old collections. They can be reviewed with the new technological advances and obtain new information under the modern standards of scientific knowledge.

**Are museum collections suitable materials for current research?**

Historical collections are a testimony of how the prehistoric science was shaped during the 19th or earlier centuries [2]. In those times, natural and cultural patrimonies were part of different trading networks among local authorities, voyagers, intermediaries and museums [3, 36]. Fossils, botanical remains, faunal species, ethnographical objects and even architectural remains have rested in these institutions to date [22, 26, 30, 36-37]. As a result of this handling, most historical collections are disassociated with their principal context of provenance and/or chronology. Some materials only have a regional assignment, they are isolated objects or, in the faunal cases, their taxonomic designations are have a regional assignment, they are isolated objects or, of provenance and/or chronology. Some materials only have deteriorated the fragile contextual association of documentation, removal of the deposits and even wars destroyed specific attributes for current analysis [23, 37-38]. Especially over the last 150 years, loss of records and information is obtained. In this sense, in the last decades, historical collections are proving to be a necessary option to produce novel knowledge for present and future studies regarding our past behavior. Under this perspective, and considering the historical debate in which the Florentino Ameghino collection has been described, its current revision has been a necessary task.

**Material and methods**

The Florentino Ameghino collection is housed in the Depósito 25 of the División de Arqueología of the Museo de La Plata (Argentina) (MLP-Ar). This museum...
is one of the most important institutions of this type in that country. It was founded under the late 19th worldwide emerging trend of development of Natural Science museums and consequently, it houses crucial archaeological, anthropological and paleontological collections constituted at that time[36]. Currently, the División de Arqueología has a program for recovering and revaluing the historical collections deposited in this area[41].

This collection was the onset of Ameghino’s proposals regarding human presence in Tertiary levels in coexistence with extinct megamammals [3, 11-13]. Given the effect these ideas had on the scientific local community, he took the collection to the International Exposition held in Paris in 1878. There, the material was given a special location and was examined by different international researchers [3, 11-13, 18]. Having been brought back to Argentina, the collection was housed in the Museo de La Plata [11-12] and reviewed by Lehmann-Nitsche [42]. To this author, bone fragments were mostly accidental splinters. Afterwards, the collection was misplaced for several years and nowadays only part of it has been recovered [12-13].

Biological marks made by humans when processing the animal were differentiated from carnivores or non-biological activity. On the one hand, when separating the different muscles and tendons of the animals, cut marks can be left in bone surfaces [21, 34-35]. In general terms these marks are elongated, linear and narrow [21, 34-35] and they are presented in patches or clusters, with parallel or similar orientation among them [21, 35]. Besides, humans fracture bones in order to access the marrow [21-22], leaving broken bones with spiral (or longitudinal) morphology with a smooth surface [21, 35]. In addition, impact points can be left in the breakage sequence. These are depressed semicircular areas indicating the pressure of the stone collapsing the bone [21, 34-35]. Internal circular traces can be present in the semicircle [21]. Flakes and/or percussion cones can be detached by the blow upon the bone, or they can remain adhered [34-35]. Detached flakes can leave extractions in the cortical or medullar faces.

These current classifications were considered for each piece of bone so as to give an up-to-date interpretation of the collection. Nevertheless, the original categories suggested by Ameghino were respected. Three categories were especially important in his analysis: “bones longitudinally broken” referred to fragments obtained after the percussion for extracting marrow. Fragments of these bones could eventually be transformed in instruments thus entering in the category of “worked bones”. Finally, when the bones presented cut marks they were classified as “bones with incisions” [11, 19]. Additionally, the author assigned other bones to categories such as “mandibles broken by man”, “burned bones” and “bones with signs of having been struck” that were not present when the analysis was made. The material was reviewed with the naked eye and then with 3.5x and 12x magnifying glasses. In addition, a DinoLite Microscope 4113 model and its software (DinoLite 2.0) were also used.

High resolution photographs were taken with a Panasonic Lumix DMC-TZ35 camera.

Results

The material analyzed here belongs to the paradero 1 (P1), 2 (P2), 4 (P4) and 5 (P5) (Figure 1). A total of forty-six bones were reviewed, thirty-eight presented clear anthropic interventions while the rest could not be assigned to current classification of anthropic breakage (Table 1). In general, the material presented a good level of conservation, with conserved cortical bone and a low degree of post-depositional factors. The most important modifications found were spots of sediment and manganese, and weathering. Spots of manganese were small and very disperse, except for six bones where they covered most of the surface. Sediment was also present in a very disperse way, without forming concretions, with the exception of two bones. Low levels of weathering, consisting of just few cracks were observed. In some cases they were placed over the anthropical fractures, indicating that the bones had been shortly exposed after their manipulation.

The bones reviewed in the four sites were the result of different anthropic activities for extracting marrow, flesh and probably to produce instruments: twenty one fragments, twelve flakes, three percussion cones and two cut-marked ribs were differentiated (Table 1).

Paradero 5

It was composed of an important deposit of bones such as cervids, guanacos and extinct animals such as Toxodon and Glyptodon, plus human industry. It was found by Ameghino 1.5 to 2 meters below the surface of the Marcos Diaz stream [11] (Figure 1). Eight elements were reviewed from this site, including diaphyses of medium and small mammals and two indeterminate fragments (Table 1). According to the author, most of the broken diaphysis belonged to cervids and guanacos.

Of the three suggested categories, only “bones longitudinally broken” and “worked bones” were identified in the collection. The first one was made up of the MLP-Ar-(b)622/3 fragment and according to the author’s interpretation, it was likely to be the consequence of marrow extraction. Rodent marks, probably of Reithrodon, surrounding the entire bone surface were found by Ameghino. However, these marks can be nowadays reinterpreted as the result of root action. Dendritic, U-shape pattern is left by this non-biological intervention, as observed in this element (Figure 2a). Interestingly, the author observed that the alleged rodent marks were made after the bone was humanly broken. He specifically described the marks extended over the surface and into the medullar canal. The superposition of different factors taking place in the bones was an observation systematized much later, in the 20th century.
Currently, it is used to indicate that cut-marks are antique when other post-depositional factors cross over them [34]. The other seven bones correspond to the second category, “worked bones”. Nevertheless, several subcategories were made by the author. Some bones were first longitudinally broken and subsequently worked to obtain sharp edges to be used as instruments. These were the cases of bones MLP-Ar-(b)591-592, MLP-Ar-(b)601, MLP-Ar-(b)609 and MLP-Ar-(b)626-627 that would have been instruments for cutting, scrapers for cleaning skins.

Table 1
Detail per paradero of the Florentino Ameghino collection, indicating Ameghino’s description and an alternative interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Size / identification</th>
<th>Ameghino category</th>
<th>Specific function according to Ameghino</th>
<th>Alternative interpretation</th>
<th>Additional characteristics of bone processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)622/3</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken</td>
<td>Bone broken for marrow extraction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)591-592</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Instrument for cutting or scraper for cleaning skins</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)601</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Instrument for cutting or awl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)609</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Instrument for cutting or scraper for cleaning skins</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)634-645</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)628/9</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)593-95</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)626-627</td>
<td>P 5</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Scraper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)596</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken</td>
<td>Bone broken for marrow extraction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)581-582</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken</td>
<td>Bone broken for marrow extraction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)612</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken</td>
<td>Bone broken for marrow extraction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)620</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)621</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)640</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)562-563</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)618</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)540-541</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead or awl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)583</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)585</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)553</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)559-561</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)549-550</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)624-625</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)598-600</td>
<td>P 4</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Flaked bone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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or awls. Bones MLP-Ar-(b)634-635 and MLP-Ar-(b)628/9 were classified as arrowheads because of their small shape and polish, for obtaining a sharp edge. A third subcategory consisted of very small fragments of bevel-cut bones (bone MLP-Ar-(b)593-95) in spite of the fact that Ameghino could not clarify the specific function of this type of instrument. However, the current identification of spiral fractures, impact points, adhering flakes or extraction attributes, allows to assign five bones (MLP-Ar-(b)591-592, MLP-Ar-(b)601, MLP-Ar-(b)609, MLP-Ar-(b)634-635 and MLP-Ar-(b)626-627) to fragments produced for accessing marrow. For example, in MLP-Ar-(b)626-627 expansion waves in the impact point zone were observed as a result of the percussion strike. Bones MLP-Ar-(b)591-92 (Figure 2b) and MLP-Ar-(b)601, despite having sharp edges, were mainly the result of the percussion for breaking the bone. Both bones have clear impact points and an adhering flake was identified in MLP-Ar-(b)601. Bones MLP-Ar-(b)628/9 (Figure 2c) and MLP-Ar-(b)593-95 were identified as flakes, especially because of spiral fracture and their small dimensions.

Paradero 4

Bones from extinct megafauna such as *Toxodon* or mastodon and other smaller taxa were extracted from a lacustrine layer that was two meters below the surface of the Luján River (Figure 1). Sixteen diaphyses of medium and small mammals or indeterminate fragments were reviewed (Table 1). According to Ameghino, diaphyses belonged to cervids and guanacos [11].

Several types of categories for the different modifications were described by the author. At the moment of the revision only bones belonging to "bones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Size / identification</th>
<th>Ameghino category</th>
<th>Specific function according to Ameghino</th>
<th>Alternative interpretation</th>
<th>Additional characteristic of bone processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)659</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken</td>
<td>Bone broken for marrow extraction</td>
<td>Fragment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)650</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Rib (juvenile)</td>
<td>Pseudolestodon</td>
<td>Bone with incisions</td>
<td>Cutmarked bone</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)653</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Toxodon</td>
<td>Bone with incisions</td>
<td>Cutmarked bone</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)606-607</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Tooth</td>
<td>Toxodon</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Polished tooth</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)677-678</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Tooth</td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bevel-cut instrument</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)630-631</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Tooth</td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)639</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Awl</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)661</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken and stroked in both sides</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)554-566</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Instrument to be used for cutting or as a scraper</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)551-552</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Instrument to be used for cutting</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)554-555</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Instrument to be used for cutting</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)602-604</td>
<td>P 2</td>
<td>Rib**</td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked bones</td>
<td>Polished and cutmarked bone</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)646</td>
<td>P 1</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken</td>
<td>Broken bone for marrow extraction</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-Ar-(b)647</td>
<td>P 1</td>
<td>Diaphysis</td>
<td>Carnivore</td>
<td>Bone longitudinally broken</td>
<td>Broken bone for marrow extraction</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 21 12 3 2 29 14 2 9 3

* Species identified by Ameghino.
** Element classified by Lehmann-Nitsche.
longitudinally broken” and “worked bones” were present in the collection. Regarding the first category, Ameghino mentioned 3 bones: MLP-Ar-(b)596, MLP-Ar-(b)581-582 and MLP-Ar-(b)612. Conchoidal cavities, depressions or longitudinal borders that could have been product of the percussion strikes, were identified in these fragments. Extractions or impact points are the current terminology to describe these features. In addition, in bone MLP-Ar-(b)612 clear expansion waves in one of the borders were observed (Figure 3a).

In the second category, "worked bones", there were also several sub-categories. Five bones could have been arrowheads and one an arrowhead or awl. Shape (MLP-Ar-(b)620, MLP-Ar-(b)621 and MLP-Ar-(b)640), symmetrical strikes (MLP-Ar-(b)562-563), artificial polish (MLP-Ar-(b)618) and intentional cuttings for producing a pointed edge (MLP-Ar-(b)540-541) were the features sustaining this categorization. Other six bones have been bevel-cut such as the MLP-Ar-(b)583 and the MLP-Ar-(b)585. Bone MLP-Ar-(b)553 also presented concavities and bones MLP-Ar-(b)559-561, MLP-Ar-(b)549-550, MLP-Ar-(b)624-625 had signs of specific strikes in their borders. Finally, bone MLP-Ar-(b)598-600 presented a different style of small strikes on its left side. In this category current interpretations do not match with the alleged functionality of the fragments. Regarding the six bones with an arrowhead (or awl) function, four would have been flakes (MLP-Ar-(b)620, MLP-Ar-(b)621, MLP-Ar-(b)640 and MLP-Ar-(b)562-563). Additionally, bone MLP-Ar-(b)621 had a clear adhering flake (Figure 3b), while the symmetrical strikes of MLP-Ar-(b)562-563 was reinterpreted as an extraction. Bone MLP-Ar-(b)618 was actually a percussion cone with an impact point and circular waves (Figure 3c), while MLP-Ar-(b)540-541 was a fragment with extraction signs. The six bevel-cut bones were also interpreted in a different way. Bones MLP-Ar-
(b)583, MLP-Ar-(b)585 and MLP-Ar-(b)553 would have been flakes, while the concavity observed in MLP-Ar-(b)553 would have been an extraction mark. Bone MLP-Ar-(b)559-561 would have been a percussion cone with a clear impact point in the cortical face (instead of the strike mentioned by Ameghino). Finally, bones MLP-Ar-(b)549-550 and MLP-Ar-(b)624-625 would have been fragments and only the last one presented extractions comparable to the blows observed by the author. Last but not least, bone MLP-Ar-(b)598-600 was probably a fragment, with two impact points. Nevertheless, it should not be ruled out that bones MLP-Ar-(b)562-563 and MLP-Ar-(b)540-541 may have had some type of functionality as the consecutive extractions shaped a pointed section in them.

Paradero 2

According to Ameghino [11], it was one of the most important and ancient sites located in the Luján River (Figure 1) as he identified a big number of bones and species like cervids, guanacos, and megafauna such as Toxodon and Mylodon. Several types of evidences were described here, but currently only “bones longitudinally broken”, “worked bones” and “bones with incisions” were located.

Twenty bones were examined, twelve of these presented clear features of percussion marks (Table 1). Eight bones could not be related with specific human traces like a metapod of Cervidae MLP-Ar-(b)655, as the observed longitudinal fractures did not have a smooth surface. He also described several cut marks on a Toxodon (MLP-Ar-(b)605) tooth and in the indeterminate diaphysis (MLP-Ar-(b)651). But the superficial and non-oriented marks match to the current descriptions of weathering and trampling cracks. Other bones (MLP-Ar-(b)597, MLP-Ar-(n)658, MLP-Ar-(b)586, MLP-Ar-(b)587, and MLP-Ar-(b)536) would have been used as arrowheads or awls given their polished and sharp edges. Currently, these fragments do not present clear biological interventions as the borders were post-depositionally broken, although the fluvial erosion observed in MLP-Ar-(b)597 could have been confused with an intentional polish as described by Ameghino. Apart from the metapod MLP-Ar-(b)655, bone MLP-Ar-(b)659 was also included into the “bones longitudinally broken” category. The spiral and smooth fractures observed can be related to the classification made by the author.

“Bones with incisions” were also present in this site, like the rib of a juvenile individual of Pseudolestodon (MLP-Ar-(b)580) that presented three oblique marks of approximately 1.5 cm on its internal face (Figure 4a). The marks described on a probable diaphysis of Toxodon (MLP-Ar-(b)653) were currently assigned to trampling marks, as these cross the entire surface in different directions and were superficially made. But the fact that a shallow loading point is present in one of the edges should not be ruled out.

Then, nine bones were assigned to the “worked bones” category. Different functions, manufacturing ways or species comprise this group. There was a possible tooth of Toxodon MLP-Ar-(b)606-607 that could have been extracted from a bigger tooth. There was also a bevel-cut bone the author described in detail (MLP-Ar-(b)667-668), a polished arrowhead (MLP-Ar-(b)630-631), a polished awl (MLP-Ar-(b)539), a bone that was first longitudinally broken and then stroked in both sides (MLP-Ar-(b)611), a cut and flaked bone to be used for cutting or as a scraper (MLP-Ar-(b)564-566) and two bones that were cut, polished and flaked to be used as cutting implements (MLP-Ar-(b)551-552 and MLP-Ar-(b)554-555). Into

Figure 4. Bones from P2: a) MLP-Ar-(b)580 rib of Pseudolestodon with cut marks; b) MLP-Ar-(b)602-604 rib, polished and with cut marks; c) cortical and medullar faces of MLP-Ar-(b)611.
this category a possible rib (MLP-Ar-(b)602-604) was also included. It was entirely polished with a group of three oblique cut marks, two of 1 cm and one of 0.5 cm (Figure 4b). With the exception of this last element, up-to-date information gave an alternative interpretation to the analysis carried out by Ameghino, as it occurred in the other sites. Four bones could have been fragments (MLP-Ar-(b)606-607, MLP-Ar-(b)539, MLP-Ar-(b)611 and MLP-Ar-(b)554-555). The first one, the possible tooth of *Toxodon* MLP-Ar-(b)606-607 was a fragment with an impact point on one side and some expansion waves as a result of the strike. Bone MLP-Ar-(b)539 was probably broken for marrow extraction and has one impact point with accompanying circular waves. The pointed shape on the opposite side could have had some type of function as stated by the author. Both borders of bone MLP-Ar-(b)611 had impact points, and on one side, two of them had circular waves extending into the cortical bone and an extraction follows one of them (Figure 4c). The diaphysis MLP-Ar-(b)554-555 was the result of the fragmentation for accessing the marrow. The important impact point observed in one of the borders could have been the result of this action. In addition, three bones could have been flakes (MLP-Ar-(b)667-668, MLP-Ar-(b)630-631 and MLP-Ar-(b)564-566) given their smaller size with spiral shapes, and bone MLP-Ar-(b)551-552 could have been a percussion cone with an impact point and cortical extractions.

**Paradero 1**

Ameghino discovered this site in the Frias stream in 1873 (Figure 1) and given the association of human remains with megafauna, he dedicated a special chapter in his work [11]. Nevertheless, only two diaphyses with spiral and longitudinal fractures and a possible cut mark in bone number MLP-Ar-(b)646 were reviewed in the collection. Bone MLP-Ar-(b)647 was attributed by Ameghino to a carnivore (Table 1). Recently the human bones have been dated in 10,300 ± 60 and 9,520 ± 75 14C BP (ca. 12,250 and 10,975 BC) [8], making this one of the earliest dates for human remains in the continent [12, 17].

**Discussion**

The Florentino Ameghino collection participated in one of the most important international controversies of the 19th century about human antiquity. The material presented here inspired Ameghino’s first scientific postulates. Especially crucial for confirming an antique occupation of the Pampean region was the association of instruments intentionally produced for different activities and diverse megamammals taxa, into Tertiary levels. The general manufacturing procedure was to break the bones to access marrow and later on use the small fragments for different purposes such as arrows, scrapers or bevel-cut instruments. Abundance of bone fragments in the same levels and the alleged similarity in shapes were interpreted as evidences of anthropic manipulation for instruments production.

Nevertheless, in the 19th century the lack of a detailed corpus of methodologies and terminology influenced the way in which the faunal material analyses were made. Even at the time of Lehmann-Nitsche’s revision, almost thirty years later, the corpus of bone modification studies had still not been fully developed. Thus, up-to-date archaeological information and methodologies can be used to clarify at least two misconceptions of this standpoint collection. On the one side, surface modifications of biological (both carnivore and humans) and non-biological origin were sometimes confused. On the other side, it was supposed that most of the bone fragments were produced for a specific task.

In relation to the first misconception some non-biological marks were attributed to a biological origin. In P5 bone MLP-Ar-(b)622/3 with supposed rodent marks, they were actually roots. In P2, the tooth of *Toxodon* MLP-Ar-(b)605, the indeterminate diaphysis MLP-Ar-(b)651 and the diaphysis of *Toxodon* MLP-Ar-(b)653 included in the “bones with incisions” category had actually weathering and trampling marks, and bones MLP-Ar-(b)597, MLP-Ar-(n)658, MLP-Ar-(b)586, MLP-Ar-(b)587 and MLP-Ar-(b)536 included in the “worked bones” category, did not present clear anthropic modifications. In this sense, the development of specific methodologies and, considering post-depositional factors influencing the bone surface throughout the last decades is essential for detecting and separating biological from non-biological interventions. At the time of Ameghino, the lack of this type of information would have strongly influenced the interpretation of non-biological marks as biologically made.

Regarding the second misconception, the instruments described as “worked bones” cannot definitely be assigned to this category. The use of instruments during the Holocene of the region is well documented. The bones they were made with have clear signs of human elaboration for this purpose [25, 43]. However, in the Florentino Ameghino collection fragments are small, with presence of impact points, extractions or adhering flakes. These characteristics show evidence of the process of blowing the bones for extracting the marrow, not for making tools. In relation to this observation, most of the long bones included in his category “bones longitudinally broken” could have been the result of this type of activity.

In spite of the bias of the sample, its analysis sheds light on how prehistoric subsistence was developed in the Luján River Basin. In this sense, the collection was affected by historical conditions added to the probable post-depositional factors affecting the sites. When excavating them, Ameghino observed that the material was left in situ for future excavations [11] so only a selected part of the material was extracted. Afterwards, the collection was misplaced more than one century ago and only a part of it has recently appeared. Thus, from
the partial sample originally excavated, a smaller quantity has survived until today. For example, diaphyses of long bones are the predominant category for the appendicular skeleton, whereas epiphyses are absent. The axial skeleton is only represented by two ribs, and the cranial skeleton is represented by the supposed teeth of *Toxodon*. Nevertheless, thanks to this collection, it can be seen how this spot of the Pampean region was recurrently used. Similar activities were performed, as processing of different taxa and marrow extraction was done in the four sites. Additionally, the cut marks observed over the rib of *Pseudolestodon* found in P2 indicates consumption of juvenile megafauna. This evidence directly confirms Ameghino’s claims of human-megafauna coexistence and the antiquity of these *paraderos*, despite not being of Tertiary age. Considering the early date obtained in P1, human occupation dates back to the Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene in P1 and P2.

**Conclusion**

Museum collections are a standpoint of modern archaeology. The materials that make them up were described and interpreted based on paradigms and ideas different from those of today. The technological, theoretical and practical archaeology has made great progress during the 20th century which has enabled to go back to these collections and obtain new ideas for current and future research. Consequently, preserving and maintaining these foundational collections on the one side protects the historicity aspect in which they were formed and discussed, and on the other it is a necessary issue to interconnect them in the current research axis.

The Florentino Ameghino collection at the Museo de La Plata is a practical example to see how this can be put into practice. More than one century after its extraction its revision was highly useful. It brought back the 19th century debate of human antiquity and gave renewed information from a current modified sector of the Luján River Basin. Also, it was a clear way to understand how museum collections can be reinterpreted and produce a new corpus of information for deciphering the past dynamics. The use of next-generation methodologies in this and other collections will allow having new information still to be discovered in this Cultural Heritage.
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